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Travel with Inghams
to Salzburgerland

Austria
Mountains of fun from only
£397 per person for 7 nights*

Zell am See - Great all-round Alpine resort
Saalbach / Hinterglemm - Confidence building slopes
Obertauern - One of the best snow records
in the Alps
Bad Hofgastein - Fabulous ski and spa area for
beginners and intermediates alike
Filzmoos - Traditional village, ideal for families

www.inghams.co.uk
call 020 8780 7720
or see your local travel agent

*‘From’ price relates to 7 night holidays, based on 2 sharing, departing 5th January
2008 staying at the 3* Pension Wieser, Filzmoos on a half-board basis. Includes
flights and return transfer. Subject to availability.

Direct flights from a choice of 11 airports to Salzburg

The Mountain Experts
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Good sign as snow
begins to fall
s snow begins to fall
in Europe, the ski
and board season
gets into full swing. Many
people go away for the
Christmas and New Year
holidays, following last years
lack of snow at times I am
sure that many will be
keeping fingers and skis
crossed that they will be lucky this year.
In many resorts in Europe and USA fantastic snow
falls have taken place during the last few weeks, so
much so that some resorts are opening early. In our
featured resort published in the last issue Zauchensee, Austria - the resort opened on the 16
November 07, much earlier than normal. At the time of
writing the snow levels were 70 cms in the valley and
130 cms on the upper slopes. So if you are looking for
a weekend break before Christmas, Zauchensee is
only 40 minutes from Salzburg Airport.
One of my favourite resorts, Selva/Val Gardena in
the Italian Dolomites, has turned white overnight. I am
personally pleased about this as I shall be in the resort
on the 8th December for the World Cup at Christmas
races, and the opportunity to ski this wonderful region.
For live pictures of Zauchensee and Val Gardena visit
the webcams at www.zauchensee.cc/en/livecams.php
or www.valgardena.it/?pagid=252 You can Google
most resorts and find webcams online, so see what
you are missing, or not.
Chill Factore, the latest of the indoor snow slopes,
opened it's doors in November. This £31m
development has produced the worlds widest slope
and the longest slope in the UK, so far.
I was lucky to have the opportunity to be at the
launch party and it looks quite something although an
injury obtained back in March which has only just
healed meant that I could not ski the new slope. I shall
return to let you know how it goes.
In this issue we feature the ski region of La Plagne
in France part of one of the largest ski areas in the
world, Paradiski. France has long been one of the UK's
favourite ski regions, partly because it is so close.
We also have an interview with the USA's ski
sensation, Julia Mancuso, 3rd in last years overall
World Cup, Julia is aiming high this season.
Looking to do your Duke of Edinburgh's Award,
we give you the low down in this issue plus
competitions and lots more news on Skiing, Freestyle,
Boarding and Nordic. Enjoy and I hope the snow is
falling where you are going.

A

Happy skiing….Barry Spouge

Coaching conference success
Snowsport England welcomed members to
its recent Coaching Conference held at
Harben House in Newport Pagnall. A packed
audience came together not just to hear
about developments within Snowsport
England, but to listen to presentations by
people involved in other sports, with a view
to opening minds and enhancing
perceptions.
Stewart Smith, Chairman of Snowsport
England also announced the introduction of
a new UK Coaching scheme by the Home
Nations Governing Bodies (HNGB's) Snowsport England, Scotland and Wales.
This would be a UK wide coaching pathway
in line with the recommendations laid down
by the guidelines of the UK Coaching
Certificate. The new set of qualifications will
be launched in May 2008.
Stewart also announced the
appointment of Tim Fawke, the current Head
Coach of the England Alpine team, as the
new Head of Operations and Development
for SSE. It will be one of Tim's main tasks to
review and take forward the launch of the

new UK Coaching Award. Tim will also
remain as Head Coach for the England Alpine
team until the end of the current season,
Mike Barker has become Assistant Head
Coach.
Presentations were by Mark Drummond
of Sports Coach UK and Natalie Dunman of
UK Sport. Mark gave a very entertaining
presentation which entailed all of the
audience actually taking part in a session.
Natalie's presentation was on Talent
Identification Transfer.
After lunch two breakout sessions took
place with presentations by Norman Gill
(Tutor) on Effective Presentations and
Producing Athletes for 2010 and beyond by
Jeffrey Fozzard.
After a short break an Open Forum took
place where Stewart Smith answered a
number of questions from a very
enthusiastic audience on coaching matters.
The conference was organised by Nigel
Matthews who closed proceedings on a
successful conference. Make sure you don't
miss next years!

Competition Winners
Congratulations go to winners from our competitions in the October/November issue
of the Piste.
• Mr Simon Parry of Corsham in Wiltshire wins himself a copy of the 2008 edition of
Where to Ski & Snowboard. The correct answer to the question – In which European
country are all three of the Alp’s revolving restaurants – The answer was Switzerland.
• Fiona Harper of Long Ashton, Bristol is our winner of the New Ski Atlas of the World.
The correct answer to the question – If you skied the Dolomites, which country would
you be in – The answer was Italy.
Congratulations your prizes are on the way.
Published by Countrywide Publications (a division of Micropress Printers Ltd) 27 Norwich Road, Halesworth, Suffolk,
IP19 8BX Tel: 01986 834216 / Fax: 01986 834270 ISDN: 01986 874752
Published on behalf of Snowsport England Tel: 0121 501 2314 / Fax: 0121 585 6448
e-mail: barry.spouge@snowsportengland.org.uk Web: www.snowsportengland.org.uk
All editorial and advertisement copy should be sent to Countrywide Publications at the above address.
Correspondents: Snowboarding: Tom Allen; Nordic: Mary Wray; Freestyle: Martin Carr.
Publishing Director: Barry Spouge, Tel: 01986 834216/ Mob: 07802 824120, e-mail: barry.spouge@micropress.co.uk
Printed by Micropress Printers Ltd, Tel: 01986 834200
Opinions expressed by contributors in The Piste are not necessarily those held by the publisher or Snowsport England. No part of this magazine
may be reproduced without the specific written permission of the publisher. While every care is taken to ensure the accuracy of information
contained in The Piste, we do not accept responsibility for any errors or matters relating.
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Order your official
Snowsport
England clothing
A full range of T-Shirts, Polo Shirts,
Hooded Zip up Sweats with
Snowsport England logo on front,
are now available.

England Dry Slope Squad 2007/8
Snowsport England has announced the 2007/08 squad which is as follows:
Armstrong, Colin
Adcock, Rachel
Riches, Stuart
Bruton, Matthew
Baggio, Jayme
Vernon, Rowan
Clark, Ben
Barber, Kathryn
Roose, Andrew
Curtis, Daniel
Cadman, Lauren
Ruddick, Craig
Hall, Benn
Clifford, Abby
Tee, David
McCarthy, Luke
Evans, Charlotte
Telling, Marc
Mesut, Justin
Evans, Emily
Telling, Paul
Morgan, Bradley
Simonds, Franki
Wyatt, Dan
Thomas Jackson, Alessia Papantoniou, Lloyd
The national squad for 2007 consists of 26 members and throughout
September and October they competed in teams representing England at the
Welsh, British, European & Irish Championships. The squad owes particular
thanks to team selectors Hedley Beavis and Carl Ryding and to Dave
Blackwell, John Roose and Sue Adcock who have acted as Team Managers at
the International Events, and last but not least, Paul Telling for his 'unique'
design work for the Squad clothing!

Ladies V Neck T Shirt in stretch fabric (Fruit of the Loom).
Sizes approx: M (10-12), L (14), XL (16)
in Sky Blue. Black and White. Other sizes and colours available to order.
£12.00 each +£1.50 P & P.
Ladies Long Sleeve T Shirts in stretch fabric (Fruit of the Loom)
Sizes approx – L (10-12) XL (14-16).
In Black (other colours can be ordered).
£18.00 each + £1.50 P&P
Ladies Polo T Shirt in stretch fabric (Fruit of the Loom)
Sizes approx – M (12-14) L (14-16)
In Sky Blue, Lilac and Black. Other colours and sizes available to order.
£15.00 each + £1.50 P & P.
Hooded Zip Up Sweats – Unisex
Sweatshirt hoodie with full zip.
Sizes – S, M, L & XL Colour – Black, other colours available to order.
£22.00 each + £1.50 P&P.
Men’s Polo Shirt (Fruit of the Loom), Sizes M, L & XL
In Black, Light Grey and Sky Blue.
Other colours may be available.
£15.00 each + £1.50 P&P.
Men’s Long Sleeve T Shirt (Fruit of the Loom), round neck.
Sizes – L & XL. In Black and White,
other colours and sizes available to order.
£18.00 each + £1.50 P&P.
Men’s V Neck T Shirt (Fruit of the Loom).
Sizes – M, L & XL. In Black and Steel Blue.
Other colours and sizes available to order.
£12.00 each + £1.50 P&P.
Please allow 4/6 weeks for delivery, other colours allow further 7 days.
Clubs can order in bulk (10 items or more) at a 15% discount, postage for
bulk items will be calculated separately. Goods can be exchanged, unworn,
within 7 days of receipt. No refunds given (this does not affect your statutory
rights. If ordering more than 1 item add .50p per item for P & P. For colour
photographs of above items visit the website at:
www.snowsportengland.org.uk Make cheques available to Snowsport
England, to pay by credit card telephone 0121 501 2314

World Cup skiing returns
World Cup skiing has returned to Channel
4, each week Presenter Nick Fellows will
introduce special guests, running until 6th
April 2008 the series guest list reads like
the who’s who of skiing.
So Join Nick and the Channel 4 ski
team on Sundays at 8 am. All
programmes will be repeated an hour
later on Channel 4 + 1
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Head of Operations Update
I have now been in the job for a month and everyone
has made me very welcome. Ian, Jen and Julie in the
office have been great and continue to do a fantastic job.
I am very excited by this new challenge and am
looking forward to helping move Snowsport England
forward over the coming years. I am just getting on top of
all the different projects that are on going. There is such
a mixture of areas to deal with. From the New Coaching
awards, Snowmark scheme to all the disciplines, it is all
very interesting.
I want to talk to as many of the membership as
possible and see all the good work the clubs and
members are doing throughout England. The area that is
always criticised is communication and I will be trying
my best to improve this along with Stewart and Barry
and this will be made much easier next year once we

have a new data base in place.
I will be writing a short column in each edition to help
inform everyone and give out any information from the
office. On that note please be patient with your renewals
as the office is very busy and they are processing them
as quickly as possible.
If there are any problems out there then please do
email me and I will respond and hopefully answer your
questions.
The only thing now is keep your fingers crossed and
hope we have cold temperatures and lots of snow this
season.
Many Thanks
Tim Fawke
e-mail: tim@snowsportengland.org.uk

Snowsport England launches initiative
In January 2008 Snowsport England
will be formally launching its Access
Organisation Initiative with The Duke
of Edinburgh’s Award.
A Clubs perspective
As a recognised D.of.E Award Access Organisation
the activities that you offer at your ski club can be
nationally recognised and accredited through The
Award in addition to SSE Coaching Scheme, e.g.
Snowlife Awards etc.
The D.of.E Award is a highly regarded personal
development programme and through you and your
ski club a young person’s activities can be
measured and valued as part of their wider
participation in The Award.
The role of clubs for young people, such as ski
clubs, is extremely important in today’s society. Your
work is highly valued by young people and parents
alike. There will be young people already involved in
Award activities through local schools and youth
groups and knowledge of your ski club being an
Access Organisation may well encourage them to
join and take up the great sport of skiing.
This is a wonderful opportunity to offer young
members of SSE an extra incentive to be involved in
skiing and to offer them a tangible reward that can
be the springboard to so much more.
Snowsport England will be informing the
Regional Award Offices of your club’s existence, if
you feel that you wish to participate in this
wonderful opportunity we would suggest that you
contact then to discuss further. They will also be
able to provide you with further information and
literature regarding The Award and how your
members can enrol to participate.
Should you wish for an informal chat about any
of the above then please do not hesitate to call
Norman Gill – Award Development Officer for
Sheffield on 0114 2551805, alternatively email
Norman at Norman@theawardsheffield.org
Norman is also a Snowsport England Coach.

A Members perspective
The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award is a programme of
personal and social development for young people
aged between 14 and 25 years. It has 3
progressive levels (Bronze, Silver and Gold). To
gain an Award young people choose and
undertake activities in 4 Sections, Service, Skills,
Physical Recreation and Expeditions.
For example, a participant could do skiing as
their Physical Section and ski instruction for their
Service Section. The Award Programme is flexible
to meet the needs of young people leading busy
lives!
Already a number of Snowsport England
members have successfully completed their
awards at various levels, Peter Thelwell undertook
his while a member of the Sharks Ski Club here he
details his experience :Skiing in general was an excellent asset for
completing my Gold Duke of Edinburgh Award, as
my race training and the club instructor
qualification allowed me to pass both the Service
and Physical Recreation elements of the award.
I used my commitment to Race Training in
order to satisfy the criteria for the Physical
Recreation element of the award. Not only did the
regular training satisfy the hours required by the
criteria, but my improving results that came from
the training served as an excellent gauge of how
the training was helping my progression as an
athlete (which wasn't required by The Award but
made passing that element even more certain).
The Club Instructor qualification fitted perfectly
into the model for Service element of the Duke of
Edinburgh Award. The 20 hours of supervised
instruction required by the club instructor
qualification that I completed over 10 Saturday
mornings at Sharks is the exact amount required
by The Award criteria. In addition to this, the Club
Instructor qualification has clear outcomes, so that
when you complete the qualification you can

demonstrate easily what you have learned and how
that can provide a service. This makes the 'writeup' for your Duke of Edinburgh Award very
impressive.
When I collected my Gold Duke of Edinburgh
from Prince Phillip, he asked what kind of things we
had done for our service and sports and a lot of the
others said they had volunteered to help at things
for the required 20 weeks, or started a sport just for
the required time, which was obviously specially for
the award, and none of them still continued what
they did for the award. Prince Phillip wasn't very
impressed by that, as the point of the award is to
give you the inspiration to do things and keep doing
them, so that the award has added to your life.
When I mentioned that I was still skiing and
coaching, so still doing everything I did for my
award he was much happier.
Peter had the advantage that the school he
attended fully supported the Duke of Edinburgh’s
Award. In becoming an Access Organisation
Snowsport England Clubs working with the Duke of
Edinburgh’s Regional Offices can offer member’s
whose schools do not offer The Award the
opportunity to participate. This provides an
opportunity for our
members to
develop their life
skills in a sport
that they
enjoy.
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Maier moves back to Lange
The ‘Herminator’ is to return to the same equipment that allowed him to
rack up an impressive number of victories between 1997 and 2004.
During his years with Lange, between 1997 and 2004, he
accumulated no less than two Olympic titles in Nagano in the GS and
Super G disciplines, five World Championship medals and he also boasts
four victories in the overall World Cup rankings (1998, 2000, 2001, 2004)
and ten victories in the ranking by discipline (Super G, GS, Downhill).
Hermann’s greatest strength is that he’s already won it all. He now has
the opportunity to ski for pleasure and set new goals without the pressure.
He said “I experience such strong emotions when I race that I have no
reason to retire yet. I think I still have some great moments ahead of me”.
Hermann will be trying to recover his best form in the speed events,
especially the Super G, in which he is the top specialist in the World Cup.

UK Coaching Awards
An update from Tim Fawke Head of Operations
and Development
“I have been working with Jane Harvey from Scotland and Robin from Wales
on the New UK Coaching Awards. We have had very positive discussions and
have agreed the article below and the basic structure of the awards shown
in the chart. If you do have any comments on the structure then please send
your comments to Snowsport England.” Regards Tim
For years qualifying as a coach in the UK has meant ploughing through a
veritable alphabet soup of qualifications; ADC, ASPC, APC. Each of the home
nations ran their own coaching awards scheme delivering courses which
sounded alike but could be very different in content. Now, coaches have a
simple route to qualifying at a local, national or international level. The four
home nation governing bodies have combined their coaching award
activities to form a UK Snowsports coaching, leading and instructing awards
scheme.
Set to be delivered from May 2008 this is a five level coaching award
scheme, with qualifications allowing athletes, clubs and organisations to find
the right coach, leader, instructor or tutor, with the right qualifications.
Students will start by completing a generic level 1 unit which qualifies the
holder to work with inexperienced club skiers and to provide the foundations
for further learning. Most experts have a desire to specialise and having
completed the level 1 award they can then develop their experience and skill
by following a specialist pathway. Some will work with alpine performance
skiers, others within boarding or freestyle. Each strand has a further four
levels of training and qualification developing ability from local to
international levels.
The scheme is internationally recognised via the IVSI, one of the three
international bodies which govern snowsports training and education. Within
the UK the scheme has the support of Sports Coach UK and is following the
principles of the UK Coaching Certificate. This certificate is a government
backed initiative to endorse coach education programmes, across sports
within the UK.
Many readers will already be qualified within the existing HNGB schemes
– what happens ?. Breath easy…. Part of the underpinning philosophy of the
scheme is that no-one will be worse off as a result of these changes. So long
as qualifications are in good standing; by remaining currently registered and
by completing the usual refresher processes you will remain authorised
within the current range of operation. If you’re qualified to do something,
you’ll stay qualified to do it!
There are many opportunities for coaches, leaders and instructors to be
involved in our sport, from working with novices through to performance
coaching. So whether you are a recreational skier or an ex –racer there is
something for you.
This is a great development within British snowsports and aligns the UK
coaching awards structure to those found in most of the alpine nations.
People will have a clear pathway to allow access to quality training. Better
coaching equals better sport. We will be sending out updates as the process
continues. Watch this space!
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Top Row - Left to right:
Ed Drake, Pam
Thorburn, TJ Baldwin,
Jan Kochalski, Zoe
Gillings and Ben Kilner.
Bottom Row - Left to
right: James Foster,
Melissa Piper,
Ivy Taylor, Peter Whelan,
Sam Cullum and
Angus Leith.

British winter hopefuls unveiled
London, Wednesday 7 November - The 2007/8 British
Ski and Snowboard teams were officially unveiled
in Leicester Square, London, prior to their departure
for the European and North American competitive
season.
Teams include skiers Chemmy Alcott, ranked 16th in
the world, Finlay Mickel, ranked 55th, and Noel Baxter,
ranked 95th, as well as snowboarders, Zoe Gillings,
ranked 6th in the world, Dan Wakeham ranked 39th,
and Lesley McKenna ranked 23rd. While focused on the
2007/8 season and achieving World Cup success, the
teams all have an eye on the next Winter Olympics, to
be held in Vancouver in 2010.
No. 1 British female skier Chemmy Alcott said: “It is

thrilling to be representing Britain and we all hope to
achieve world class results during the season. We have
all trained extremely hard over the summer, and we are
approaching the season in great condition to achieve
the best ever results for the British Team.”
Mark Simmers, Chief Executive of Snowsport
GB, the governing body of the British Ski and
Snowboard teams, said: “We had a great preseason opportunity to launch the team together
as a whole, and reveal who will represent Britain.
As the season gets underway, it is great to have a
united team event to boost the athletes as they
head for the mountains and the World Cup
competition.”

BSA announce new Protocol sponsorship
The British Ski Academy (BSA) has set the UK standard
for race training and educational support of school-age
ski racers. While the ranks of the GB national ski teams
have largely been filled with ex-BSA racers, many
British skiing families remain unaware of the quality of
tutorial support that the students have enjoyed since
the BSA's inception in 1996.
The BSA has announced two developments to
enhance their tutorial system. Claire Hall has accepted
the role of BSA's Head of Studies and Education Liaison,
and Protocol, the UK's leading education recruitment
company, has agreed to support the BSA as its official
tutorial staff provider and quality controller.

Malcolm Erskine, BSA chief executive
said: “The sponsorship from Protocol is huge
for us. They are leaders in their field and are
genuine recruitment experts. With Protocol's
backing and Claire Hall's supervision we
are aiming for our highest ever level of
classroom productivity. We were just too
busy in 2007, trying to support too
many racers. With a cap now on our
numbers and such a high level of
resource going into our tutorial
programme 2008 will be a great season
for BSA students.”

Cyril the Snowboarding Squirrel hits the slopes... and the shops!
Following its launch at the Metro Ski and Snowboard Show, the exciting new children's picture
book, Cyril the Snowboarding Squirrel is now available to buy!
The book is the first in a series aimed at 6 to 9 year olds by author and artist Lucy Dunnett.
The story depicts the adventures of a young squirrel who, frustrated by watching other people
having fun on skis and snowboards, decides to have a go at snowboarding for himself! In each
book in the series of adventure stories, Cyril meets a new animal friend who is mad about a
particular winter sport! The beautiful hand painted illustrations which accompany this funny and
original story are all based on real locations in Lucy Dunnett's adopted home town of Verbier,
Switzerland.
An ideal Christmas present for any adventurous child with an interest in animals, the great outdoors
and skiing or snowboarding! To preview, buy the book online and view stockists please visit:
www.cyrilthesnowboardingsquirrel.co.uk
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INNOVATIVE SKI GADGET
NOW AVAILABLE FOR
RENTAL!
This year for the
first time skiers
and boarders alike
can rent SportsDo,
the GPS tracking solution for sporting
enthusiasts. Now, at last you can measure your
sporting achievements!
As well as offering their existing SportsDo
Mobile system, you can now rent a small GPS
tracker unit that will record all your ski and
snowboarding activities for as little as £15 per
day. At the end of the day the user will be able
see their whole day’s skiing in a personal
activity report and souvenir map as well as
allow friends to see their achievements via the
SportsDo website (www.sportsdo.net).
SportsDo Mobile is a GPS tracking system
that enables you to record your sporting
achievements via your mobile whilst also
broadcasting live statistics to friends and family
via the SportsDo website (www.sportsdo.net).
By using your phone you can interactively see
your progress during the day rather than
waiting until the end of the day for your
progress report.
SportsDo has continued their relationship
with Crystal Ski this year by offering SportsDo
Rentals to Crystal Ski customers as a great
added benefit to their skiing experience within
15 of the most popular resorts. Jonathan
Greensted, CEO of SportsDo said “The beauty of
the SportsDo rental is that it allows the user to
‘try before they buy’ and those that wish to
purchase a GPS tracker will get their rental
payment deducted – they have nothing
to lose!”.

E+O LAUNCHES
In its first season E +
O skiwear has set
out to cause an
avalanche. Bringing
a sense of style and
luxury back to the
slopes.
Vanity is an admirable vice;
pride in appearance is something that
shouldn’t have to be left at the chalet door. E +
O provide skiwear that looks great before,
during and après ski.
Accentuate your curves with the Moss
belted jacket, feel the luxury in the satin lining,
team up with a pair of Lennox hipster straight
legged trousers and you are ready to head for
the powder. E + O skiwear has built in thermal
sensitive memory (TSM). TSM is temperature
sensitive system - so if the weather turn or
you’re racing like a demon then TSM
automatically becomes more breathable or
more water resistant.
For stockist information contact
www.eando.com
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Aerials find clouds
have a silver lining
in Switzerland
fter disappointment and the aerials
training finishing under a cloud this
summer as the water ramp at
Sheffield had to be closed; the training team
discovered that clouds have a silver lining as
they were invited to train in Switzerland with
the Swiss National team.
The hot and humid weather conditions
during this summer contributed to the water
ramp facility at Sheffield having to be closed
due to poor water quality. It had been a
promising start to the training season for the
seven youngsters in the Aerials Training group
and the invitation from the Swiss arrived just
at the right time. Two of the group Sarah
Ainsworth and Harry Gillam were able to take
up the offer straight away and went out to the
Swiss facility at Mettmenstetten.
Meeting up with old aerials friends that
we had established a link with during snow
training back in March, meant that they soon
settled into the new routine.
The water ramp in Mettmenstetten is a
world class facility and as well as having
singles ramps for both Aerials and Moguls,
they have both doubles and triple ramps;
combine this with a 4m deep crystal clear
pool with bubbles and it’s a jumpers heaven.
To compliment these ramps they also have
on site, two trampolines, one with a bungee
rig; both 3m and 1m diving boards and a
trapeze swing. Both Sarah and Harry were
amazed and excited at the sight of a
trampoline on a steel frame 4m above the
pool, just waiting to be used - calling out for
Barani or a Rudi into the water below! They
couldn’t wait to get started.
The training was intense but encouraged
by the Swiss team and the elite level of
coaching, they accepted the challenge and
raised their game.
Each morning started with running or
cycling followed by fitness and conditioning
with exercises particularly applicable to
Aerials. After warming up they then started
the morning session with the target of at least
20 jumps per session. Their techniques were
changed and refined by the Swiss coaches
and they were also encouraged to experiment
with slightly different body positions and sets,
so that they could recognise their optimum
positions for take off and for the moves.
Some sessions concentrated on technique in
the air and body positions and then onto
landings. After 3 hours of training there was a
well earned lunchtime rest but not before
they had showered, changed and waxed their
skis ready for the afternoon.

A

The lunchtime beak offered the
opertuninity to chat to the Swiss mogul team
who were training there at the same time and
to make more new friends.
The afternoon sessions weren’t for the
faint hearted, starting with more warm ups
and exercises before hitting the ramps again.
During the ramp sessions they each had
opportunity to have feed back from the
coaches and to have video feed back and
analysis as they did the jumps. Seeing them
selves on the video and being able to see the
analysis’s and comparisons of jumps proved
invaluable and made it easier to work on body
positions and identify critical points to work
on, that would prove to make big
improvements in the jumps. Emphasis was
also placed on learning to breathe correctly
and feel the body and muscles working during
the jump and to recognise the right feeling
that makes a good jump.
At the end of the afternoon sessions they
had chance to work on the trampolines and in
the bungee rig for twists and double moves.
They had to learn to adapt their techniques
and skills from gymnastic trampoline training
into the trampoline training required for
aerials; again, excited by this challenge they
showed that they could do this. The Swiss
may be better on the ramps at the moment
but we showed that we have the technical
trampoline ability that they would like to
have; this will be one of our strengths as
we progress. After conditioning and
stretching again the day ended with a run,
well not quite ended, as there were still the
skis waiting to be waxed again ready for the
next day!
Both Sarah and Harry made excellent
progress out there and the highlight at the
end of the training camp was Sarah being
able to compete in the World Masters water
ramp competition; a shining example for the
rest of the group. Doing this also afforded her
the chance to jump at night which is quite
another experience – acrobatics in the night
sky, just the thing to get the adrenalin
pumping.
The Aerials training for this season has
now switched over to a programme combined
with the Swiss team and more of the group
will be water ramp training, when they will be
changing snow training, aiming to build on the
success and progress from the summer.
Our thanks go to the Swiss Aerials team
and the coaches Rolf and Miche for their
encouragement and support and for being the
silver lining to the cloud.
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The BRITS 2008
UK’s Ultimate Winter Music & Snowsports Festival
29th March – 5th April, Laax, Switzerland

ou know winter’s officially arrived when The BRITS
rocks up to premiere freestyle resort, Laax,
Switzerland, for Europe’s ultimate winter festival.
Confirmed for the week of March 29th – 5th April, the
2008 event is back to celebrate its 18th birthday in style
and is set to be the biggest and best yet.
Combining six days of World-class snowboard and
freeski action and a heavy après policy, throwing down
world renowned live bands and talented tunesmiths all
day, everyday, The BRITS 2008 is guaranteed to be an
amazing winter week and one that simply cannot be
missed.
A staple in the winter snowsports calendar, The
BRITS is a true celebration of everything that is great
about UK snowboarding and freeskiing - uniting kids,
rookies, pros and Olympians to compete in the
SNO!zone Halfpipe, Trespass Skiercross /
Snowboardcross, Quiksilver Big Air and Animal
Slopestyle disciplines on Laax’s perfectly groomed
snowpark, home of the famous super pipe and European
Open Slopestyle course. The BRITS 2008, a prestigious
3-star TTR event, is also set to attract more great British
talent than ever before – including Jenny Jones, Dan
Wakeham, Dom Harrington, Mike Wakefield and Paddy
Graham, to name just a few, and promises to deliver a
display of the most progressive snowboarding and
freeskiing talent the UK has to offer.
Whether in resort or on the mountain, all holiday
makers, residents and competitors alike, with an
exclusive BRITS 2008 Festival band wrapped securely
round their wrist, will be treated to six days of incredible
live Rock and Hip Hop acts from across the globe.
Previous guests to have graced The BRITS include the
likes of the Scratch Perverts, Stanton Warriors, DJ Yoda,
The Cuban Brothers, Ugly Duckling, Dub Pistols and
many more.

Y

A new and exciting addition to the
BRITS 2008, bringing the week long
festivities to an
unforgettable close, will
be the ‘Red Bull Home Run’.
Open to all who dare, it’s a no holds
barred race from the top of the mountain
right down to the Crap Bar’s 24 tonne
granite bar, which will serve as the official
finishing line, where ice cold Red Bull will be
awaiting everyone’s arrival. The day will then
culminate with Red Bull hosting a big shindig
in the Rider’s Palace Club with a headline act
to be announced shortly. Watch this space.
So, after a hard day of checking out some
world-class freestyle action and tearing
yourself some new lines you can then jump shoulder-toshoulder with the cream of the music and UK
Snowboard, Freeski scene in one of Laax’s stylish
venues including the ‘Riders Palace’, the famous ‘Crap
Bar’, the much-loved ‘Casa Veglia’ and due to increased
demand we’re set to involve one of Flim’s fine party
venues. Be sure to keep your beady eyes on the
schedule for confirmed acts as it unfolds
www.brits08.com.
To help make it even more affordable and easier to
get from your sofa to the slopes for the BRITS 2008, the
organisers have teamed up with Laax to offer some
amazing package deals and exclusive rates. Packages
start from as little as £179pp, which includes 7 nights
Accommodation, 6 days lift pass, event bag and most
importantly the festival wrist band, which will get you
free access to all of The BRITS club venues along with a
bevy of discounts in a number of Laax’s fine drinking and
eating establishments. So, what are you waiting for, get
involved at www.brits08.com, to book a package and
find out further information about flights and transfers.
The BRITS 2008 would not be possible without its
highly supportive sponsors: Animal, Quiksilver, Trespass,
SNO!zone, Salomon, Ride, K2 and Faction Ski’s. Official
retail partners TSA and Ellis Brigham. Media partners
Whitelines, Dark Summer, Extreme.com,
Snowboardclub.co.uk and Skiclub.co.uk.

For more information on The BRITS, check out the new website at:
www.brits08.com or contact Pippa@soulsports.co.uk or
Joanne@soulsports.co.uk or Tel: 01273 687788.
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Tapping into the appeal
Kvitavatn, Norway, March 29 – 5 April 2008
Who is the course for?
Alpine skiers who wish to add Telemarking
to their downhill skills.
Cross-country skiers who wish to improve
their skills, whether their interests are in
touring, racing or free-heel downhill.
What will we be doing?
Mornings will consist of skills training in
groups of similar ability. Afternoons will
include a range of fun activities.
Some of the instructors:
Andy Stewart – qualified BASI Telemark
Instructor and a Senior Tutor for Snowsport
England.
Ian Johnston – a Snowsport England
Nordic Downhill Coach holding a Mountain
instructor Award.

How much does it cost?
Coaching costs are £275 for the week.
SSE Club members and early booking
discounts available. Flights, transfer,
accommodation and meals can be arranged
independently or through Exodus/Waymark
at a cost of approx £535.
How do I book?
Helen Bell (Snowsport England)
Tel 01274 875680 or
email Helen@hebell.fsnet.co.uk
More details shortly on:
www.ssenordic.org.uk

Mary Wray gives a snapshot of the
2007 SSE Nordic Skills Activity Week
in Norway.
ow many people get the opportunity of a
week’s coaching with the best in their
chosen sport – usually just an elite few.
Yet British skiers of all abilities get that
chance every year at the Snowsport England Nordic
Skills Activity Week at Kvitavatn in Norway. So it’s
little wonder that exceptional quality of coaching
tops the list of reasons why skiers return to this
value for money event and recommend it to others.
Add having fun, and meeting new and old friends
and a desire to improve cross country and free-heel
downhill/telemark skills, and you begin to
understand why SSE will be running the Activity
Week for the eighth time in 2008.

H

About the Activity Week
The event began life as an on-snow course to train
and assess people for SSE’s Nordic Coaching
Awards. But as the ski-ing community got to hear
about it, so others asked to go for skills training and
the rest is history. It’s organised annually by Helen
Bell and Ralph White of the SSE Nordic Coaching
Panel.
In 2007 fifty people attended from teens
through to seniors, some fairly new to ski-ing,
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of being a better skier
mention the film of Patrick Winterton’s 870-mile,
solo, sea-kayaking expedition, comprised the
evening entertainment. There were also
opportunities for more subtle pleasures like
finding the perfect recipe for hot chocolate and
discovering fine voices in an impromptu Celtic
singing session.
If all the activity became too much, then the
flexible afternoon programme meant that people
could opt out for a quiet moment in the beautiful
countryside or relax in a sunny corner.

others avid racers and most at various stages in
between. All were there to become better skiers
and to enjoy learning with a group of like-minded
people. SSE Nordic Proficiency Awards were
gained and seven skiers achieved Coaching
Awards at different levels.
It is based at Kvitavatn Fjellstoge, a relaxed
mountain lodge with stunning views of Mount
Gausta in the Telemark region of southern Norway,
where over 70 km of tracks wind around frozen
lakes, through snowy woods and across moorland
wilderness. The Gaustablikk centre with slopes up
to World Cup standard, plus endless off-piste
opportunities, keeps downhillers happy. The event
takes place in late March/early April and Kvitavatn
has an excellent snow record.
A top notch coaching team
The coaching team is always impressive and 2007
was no exception. Patrick Winterton, a SSE Senior
Tutor who competed for Britain at the Calgary
Olympics, headed the cross-country team. Mike
Dixon, fellow Eurosport commentator and six-time
Olympian, Alan Eason fresh from the FIS Nordic
World Ski Championships in Japan, and Iain
Ballentine of the Roller Ski Co completed the lineup. They were joined by downhill programme
leader Andy Stewart, a SSE Senior Tutor, BASI
Telemark and Mountain Leader Instructor, and Ian
Johnston, a highly respected SSE Nordic Downhill
Coach and Mountain Leader Instructor.

What the coaches had in common was
professionalism, responsiveness, approachability
and a great sense of humour. Other participants
added, “upbeat, excellent, unbelievably positive,
supportive and bloody good”.
An action-packed programme on snow
On the first morning the coaches observed and
divided skiers into groups taking into account skills,
fitness and racing aspirations. They were pretty
accurate so most people kept to their allotted
groups for the week’s programme.
From then on there was a successful pattern of
intensive morning tuition in classic and skating
techniques with valuable video feedback, and
optional afternoon activities such as tours,
orienteering, fun races, downhill skills sessions. For
the Coaching Awards group this was supplemented
with more technique sessions, coaching practice
and a two-day assessment.
The downhill programme involved two daily
coaching sessions with the opportunity to join in
the cross-country programme if you wanted a
break from the slopes. Off-piste touring and finally
achieving competent linked telemark turns were
some of the memorable moments for skiers in
this group.
And more action off the snow
Biathlon racing highlights, mountain survival
techniques, multi-disciplinary quizzes, not to

Juniors rise to a Norwegian challenge
A 5 km time trial was scheduled midweek. The
previous night a gale howled around the lodge and
the sunny race morning was deceptive - you could
hardly stand upright. Gritting teeth into the
headwind and smiling with relief on the return leg,
every skier could add the event to their list of
personal wins. It also revealed potential top skiers of
the future. Fast juniors battled it out with established
racers - Fiona Crossley, multiple winner of the
British Roller Ski Series commented, “It was great to
see the determination in adverse conditions
displayed by the juniors. They weren’t phased by
the conditions which is more than can be said for
some of the adults!”
It’s never much fun being the only one at a
party without fancy dress. Make sure you can
race in it!
Just about everyone had registered the
above footnote on the participants’ welcome
letter. So on the last afternoon Caesar, Superman
and the dreadlocked Rastafarian coaching team
were joined by a hula hula girl, jester and devil,
plus assorted animals, maids and fairies for the
final races. The warm sunshine made for
interesting ski-ing conditions but it was smiles all
round especially when deliberately inappropriate
equipment handicapped the coaches. It was a
fun, fitting finale to a lively week where skiers
had gained confidence and visibly improved
their skills.
Sign up now for 2008
Such is the popularity of this event that it is being
expanded in 2008 under the continued leadership of
Patrick Winterton and Andy Stewart. The original
multi-activity week will run from 29 March - 5 April,
followed by a coaching awards and race training
week from 5 – 12 April. For full details of the
courses and costs go to www.ssenordic.org.uk or
email Helen@hebell.fsnet.co.uk.
About the author
Mary Wray went to the 2007 Activity Week where
she added SSE on-snow Nordic club coach to her
roller ski and Nordic walking instructor awards. She
is a committee member of London Region Nordic
Ski Club and can be contacted through her web site
www.movingfeet.co.uk.
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Barry Spouge interviews
Julia Mancuso, Olympic
gold and World Cup star.
California girl, born and raised in Lake Tahoe,
Jules is the middle of three sisters. Growing
up in the two very diverse climates of Kauai,
HI and Squaw Valley ensured she learnt much about
sports and nature.
She was skiing at the age of three and aged five
would be dropped off every weekend to enjoy the
Mighty Might programme at the Squaw Valley ski hill.
Last season Jules, skiing for Team USA, burst on
to the scene and quickly became a household name
taking top places in many of the seasons races.
I was fortunate to be able to talk with her in what
was her first UK interview.
First of all I asked how training in Chile had been.
“Yes it was very good, she said, the skiing was
awesome and very sunny”.
When did you realise that skiing was the sport
you wanted to really get into? “I really did not know
that skiing was such a job, like it is now. I just grew
up ski racing as a young kid (age 7) and went from
doing well in smaller races to doing really well on an
international level and so it didn't happen to me,
there was not really a point when I knew it would be
a job”
I asked what the recollection of her first race
was. “Well I raced in New Zealand before like the
very first year. Then we had NorAm's in the US, I was
racing there with the rest of the girls on the US team,
I had some good results, not awesome, but they
were decent, in a couple of the races I ended up in
the top five against all the girls racing in the World
Cup, so that was pretty cool”. Was that a surprise to
you? “It was definitely a surprise; I had never been in
a race with that level of competition, so coming
down, being so close and being right in there was
definitely a surprise”.
Looking back to last season we talked about her
results, did she feel that it was going that way from
the start? “Not in the very beginning I had a few
podiums but going into 2007 I was looking forward
to doing better, but all in all my season went far
better than I expected. It was really exciting and now
for me, for the future, it was a really good reference
point, I'm looking forward to going into a healthy
season, because I didn't ski as much as I would have
liked because of injury. I should spend nearly double
the time on snow this summer compared to last year,
the season was definitely a surprise and I am really
looking forward to repeating what I did last year”.
Was it a tough season? “It was pretty smooth
through the middle, she said, the beginning was
tough and there wasn't really much snow so we kind
of struggled with the World Cup with not having
training it made it pretty difficult for me, but once I
got the momentum going it was pretty easy and the
time flew by, the next thing I knew I was at the World
Cup Finals”. I asked which her most memorable race
was last year. “Probably my first win in Val d'Isere,

A
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California
dreaming
that just
came true
Photographs courtesy of Stephen Boeker and Agency Zoom.

the Downhill the first day was a really cool feeling.
From having pretty mediocre results in Lake Louise, I
had one top ten and that was it, to go to that next
downhill and really charge in and win was probably
my most memorable race and I haven't had that
feeling, since the Olympics, of winning an
international competition”.
The training is quite tough, to keep the level of
fitness and technical ability, do you enjoy training,
some skiers enjoy it, some do it because of the end
result? “I like training but I obviously get more of a
thrill from actually racing, but its fun to go on trips
like to Chile and we went to New Zealand training
and getting some days on snow and just get
physically fit. The off season in the Gym, I love going
to the Gym, working out and spending time outdoors
just doing a bunch of fun activities that I know will
help me, that part of it is no problem, its just the long
trips, we have such a long winter season, that its
hard to leave in the middle of summer and go to
New Zealand for 3 weeks and 2 weeks later go to
Chile for 2 weeks”.
When the season is in full swing you obviously
don't get to spend much time in the States, a lot of
the races are in Europe, do you find it hard being
away from home for such long periods?
“I don't really mind being away from home, I
definitely miss it, and especially during Christmas I'd
rather be at home. It is something you get used too, I

grew to like it, and having a home base, the ski team
has a little base in Austria, having more friends in
Europe make it a lot easier. We have our own little
family in the ski team and we celebrate Christmas
together. Our schedule is too tight for us to be able to
go home with all the travelling involved”.
When it comes to Race day, what sort of
preparations do you usually make, say, 2 or 3 days
before and leading up to the actual start of a race? “I
try to be really rested, the most important thing
during the season is to have enough energy because
you spend all your time training or getting fit so I try
to be as rested as I can and be really well prepared”.
I asked what goes through her mind when standing
in the start gate waiting for the off. “I don't really
have a routine, I just like to relax. In the start gate I
just try to visualise myself doing a really good turn
then clear my mind and think about nothing, because
the more you think about you'll forget something
else. I have skied so much of my life it's like being on
automatic so if I can get everything clear and go on
automatic that's when I do the best”.
In terms of training, what's the current schedule?
“We had 2 weeks training in Chile where we skied
every day, we take like a couple of days off a week
and ski in the morning from like 7.30am till noon and
sometimes go out again in the afternoon for a couple
of hours. There's also a Gym as well”.
Were snow conditions good? “Yes, it's was spring
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team via TV back home. “It is becoming more
popular, more and more are following us. It's tough
because most of the races are in Europe which is
when most people back home are sleeping, the
only way you can watch it now really is on the
internet, we don't get very much coverage
on TV. People who are into it are very into
it, but I think more people in the US are
into recreational skiing, they are not quite
fanatics like the Austrians”.
Who would you consider are your main
rivals. “I am not sure, I don't think
anything has changed from last year, the
Austrian girls are really pushing it”. Do
you think it will be an interesting season
this year? “Yes I think for sure, Anja
“I try to be really rested,
Paerson will be strong this year, she
struggled a bit during the normal season
the most important thing
with her injury, but had really good results
during the season is to have
at the World Cup finals and at the World
enough energy because you
Championships, so I'm sure she will be
back in the fight”.
spend all your time training
You are a great friend of Chemmy
or getting fit so I try to be as Alcott, the British racer; do you get to
spend much time with each other on the
rested as I can and be really
race circuit? “Yes we see each other quite
well prepared”.
a lot, especially as we have so much time
in downhill races, we went on holiday last
continued on page 14

Visit us online or instore at 26-30 East Street, Havant, Hampshire P09 1AQ Telephone 02392 499 599

skiing, really warm, they were definitely in
spring”. How do you find different types of
snow affect your skiing, some snow is a bit
more aggressive? “It definitely matters, but
they do a really good job for our races and
most of the time it is pretty perfect and
grippy, it's hard to get the exact training
you are going to need for the race. It's
all about getting time on snow and
skiing; the balance is much the same”.
What is the schedule like for the next
few weeks. “My first race was the
opening GS race at Solden in Austria,
where I came 2nd, I was really, really
excited about that.
After that race we went back to the
States and Canada, had a couple of
weeks off before we were due to race
again at the end of November”.
How big is the ladies team for this
season? “We have a kind of small team
their's five of us here on the ski side and
about 4 people on the test side, in the
past we've had closer to 12 of us but it's a
strong team and everyone's skiing really
well”.
How popular is skiing in America,
obviously the UK does not have much in
the way of snow, but do people follow the
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FOR SALE
SKI APARTMENT
1 Bedroom Ground Floor
Apartment in Bansko Bulgaria.
Bojurland Complex.

Unfurnished at 30,000 Euros (£21,000) ono
The apartment is part of the Bojurland complex and is designed in typical Bansko
architecture - stone and wood on outer walls. There are lifts to all floors. The wide
and spacious apartment at 48.2msq is thermal and noise insulated and is part of
the local heating system.
A five minute walk to the old town, where the best Mehanas, market and
pavement cafes are. Approx 20 Minutes walk and 700m takes you to the lift,
although a shuttle bus is provided to the gondola station.
The area is safe and friendly to walk around and has a more authentic feel than the
totally new, expensive (and quite crowded) development area around the gondola.
Communal facilities include:
• Indoor Swimming pool - heated in the winter, one side open in summer.
• Landscaped Communal gardens with Outdoor Barbeque
• Café/Snack/Pool bars in adjacent Hotel Bojur
• Ski Storage in Basement • Long ski season (Christmas- end April)
• Close to Pirin National Park • Good investment opportunity
• The apartment has been fully completed and never used.

For full details Contact: Neil Park, 17 Westlegate, Norwich, NR1 3LT
Tel: 01603 613378 Fax: 01603 615051
e-mail: neil.park@venturesport.co.uk
Skype Neil.Park

CANADA GOOSE WARMS UP
THE UK WINTER…
Canada Goose has been
producing innovative,
high quality and extreme
cold weather outerwear
since 1957, celebrating its
50th Birthday this year with a
range of limited edition products. Each
Canada Goose jacket has unprecedented technical
features and extreme outdoor functionality. The jackets are designed to
suit any cold climate, from a harsh New York winter to an intense Artic
adventure.
Epitomising everything that Canada Goose stands for is the ‘Snow
Mantra’. Its poly-cotton outer shell is specially treated with DWR fabric
protector and fully lined with premium goose down to ensure all over
protection from the elements. The jacket also features a detachable
coyote-fur trim hood, built-in fleece throat latch, and air activated hand
warmers for that extra touch of warmth. Functional details include
double reinforced elbows, oversized bellow pockets, internal walkietalkie pocket, 3M reflective tape strips, and removable i-D windows.
Packed full of innovation and technology, the ‘Snow Mantra’ is the
definitive Arctic jacket.
At present Canada Goose is distributed all across the world and
already has a list of stockists in the UK, to find out more go to
www.canada-goose.com

continued from page 13
year, so its fun we have a good time”.
What is your favourite resort for a race? “I love racing in Cortina, it's
always a really fun course and the snow is awesome”.
For young children, who like yourself, wanted to get into skiing at an early
age, what sort of advice would you give to them.
“The way I did it was to ski a lot, have fun skiing, it wasn't just skiing
the gates but everywhere over the mountain. So my advice is just ski as
much as you can and not take training to seriously until you're a little bit
older because you are going to have so much training and all that matters is
the mileage you get on snow”.
Skiing is much more associated with fitness and the technical side but
also now the dietary requirements do you follow a strict diet?
“Not really, skiers come in all shapes and sizes, personally I like to eat
really healthily, lots of organic stuff, I've always been a really healthy eater
because of my parents. I just stick to a normal healthy diet, nothing special”.
Do your parents follow you around during the season? “They come to
some races, depends on what they've got going on at home. They normally
come to World Championships; my mum came over for Christmas this past
year and also the World Cup finals”.
How do you see this season going for you? “I'm feeling really strong, for
me I'm more of a 'feeling' person in training, I'm not really the fastest in
certain events but I can feel when I am really good on my feet, so its hard to
say how I'll feel when the season comes around. I'm confident that I'll be
fast, having had a good season last year it gives you that little bit of extra
confidence knowing that you did it last year, so when you stand in the start
gate it's one less thing to worry about”.
Over the past few years the Ladies championships have been very
competitive and tight at the finish. With so many new faces staking claims,
this year will prove to be just as competitive. Having attained 3rd place in
the Overall Championship last year Julia is in the right place, let's hope it's
the right time too.
We will be catching up with Julia and reporting back on how her season
is going.
Looking for more insider access to Julia, her friends, and the US Ski
Team? Want to know what it's like on the World Cup Tour? Go to
www.JuliaMancuso.com and experience insider perspective and analysis
like never before.
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Chill Factore to become UK Training Headquarters for England Alpine Ski Team
In an exciting new agreement Chill Factore is to become the UK Training
Headquarters for the England Alpine Ski Team. This will ensure the England Team
athletes have the very best facilities for their training while in the UK.
Tim Fawke the Head Coach said “We are really looking forward to being able to
use the new facility, which will be a great addition to the Team programme and it will
be an enormous help in assisting us to develop athletes for the future. I would like to
thank Chill Factore for their support.”
The link with Chill Factore covers other areas as well. They are going to be a
partner organisation for the Coaching Award scheme and will be hosting some of the
Major Indoor Championships, including the National Indoor Championships on 27th
April 2008. This will be a big event and a chance to see some of the best snow
sports athletes in Britain competing at the highest level.

New indoor
slope set to
boost snow
sports
Chill Factore opened its doors in mid November to
reveal the UK’s longest slope (180 metres) and the
world’s widest slope (100 metres). Built at a cost of
£31m, this new indoor snow slope is set to create
new awareness of snow sports in the UK.
Demonstrations by top British athletes from
Freestyle, Snowboarding, Ariels, BASI Instructors
and the British Disabled Ski team entertained the
300 guests at the launch party
So what is Chill Factore - Imagine the scene:
restaurants overlooking sparkling snow slopes,
great active lifestyle shopping, year-round perfect
snowsports conditions, World class ski instruction.
That is what you see and what you’ll get.
Manchester’s Chill Factore will bring the complete
Alpine ski village experience to the UK for the first
time.
Chill Factore is off J10 of the M60 and is right
next door to the renowned Trafford Centre. As a
snow centre, it has it all: three separate, but
interconnected, real snow slopes (including a
dedicated nursery area just for beginners), a
cresta-inspired luge run, and a magical children’s
play area where youngsters can enjoy their own
snow kingdom all year round.
The main slope is column-free and has roofsuspended Poma button lifts to give skiers a
unique opportunity for unobstructed activity. A
breathtaking mountain mural along the slope offers
that time-honoured skiing pleasure of stopping to
admire the view.
Off the snow, the experience continues. The
authentically themed Alpine street caters for
visitors of every kind, with specialist shops, bars
and restaurants featuring panoramic windows and
balconies that showcase stunning views across the
real snow slopes.
Anchored by the UK’s leading Wintersports and

outdoor specialist retailer, Snow+Rock, which is a
first at a real snow venue, customers can now test
top products on real snow. Snow+Rock’s 10,000
sq ft (930 sq m) flagship shop, offers an unrivalled
selection of the worlds top snow sport brands. Dion
Taylor, Managing Director of Snow+Rock, said: “We
are especially looking forward to offering the new
“try before you buy” service and using the snow to
provide maximum benefit for our customers.”
Others include Subvert, Adrenaline Junkie,
Evans Cycles, Wetherspoons (Castle in the Air),
Nandos, Chiquito’s and the North-West’s own
Frederick’s Ice Cream. Dare2B, the Manchester
based adrenaline sports brand, has selected Chill
Factore as the venue for its first dedicated store.
A dream-team of leisure-brand experts is
behind the creation of the 250,000 sq ft
development. The former MD of Center Parcs, Peter
Moore, is Chairman and David Sterland, the
project’s originator and Managing Director, was one
of the experts behind the Xscape indoor snow
concept. Andrew Lockerbie, one of Europe’s top ski
instructors, and Chairman of the British Association
of Ski Instructors (BASI), is Operations Director.
Chill Factore has established itself as the
country’s snowsports centre of excellence, already

Snowsport GB – the body that represents all
competition racing and snowboarding at
international level – and Snowsport England, the
governing body in England for Snow Sports - are
establishing national training centres while the
British Disabled Ski Team will also use the venue
for training ahead of the Vancouver 2010 Olympics.
Salomon, one of the world’s top action and
outdoor sports companies, has established its only
UK on-site test centre at Chill Factore, where
customers can try out the latest technology and
equipment.
Peter Moore says Chill Factore is “so much
more than a conventional indoor ski slope. It’s a
simply dazzling sporting and social venue.”
The venue is served by a fantastic road and
motorway network with almost 6.5 million people
living within a 45-minute drive time.
With more people travelling annually on a ski
holiday, according to the Crystal Ski Industry report,
around 1.2m travelled abroad for a skiing holiday in
2006/07 an increase of 3% on the previous year.
So the profile of snow sports will no doubt increase
again.
For more information visit the website
www.chillfactore.com
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A skiing paradise
La Plagne une station Paradiski

“Being such a
large resort even
beginners won’t be
stuck on the same
slope all day, with
gentle blues running
across most of the
mountains the entire
resort is waiting to
be discovered.”

Dec/Jan 08

ew destinations may be appearing every
season but for top-class skiing you just can’t
beat the French Alps. Set high in this idyllic
location is La Plagne based in the scenic alpine
valley of Tarentaise.
La Plagne boasts an extensive ski area
combining 10 different villages to create 425 km of
piste, making it one of the world’s largest resorts.
With a huge area of skiable terrain and off-piste it is
no surprise that this resort is extremely popular
amongst the ski community.
Since La Plagne merged with Les Arcs (now
collectively known as Paradiski) the perception of the
resort has risen even further and is now one of
Europe’s premier ski areas.
Being such a large resort they are in the unique
position to offer the ski market something very
special. Both on and off the slopes La Plagne has
activities and facilities for all.

N

ON THE SLOPES
Advanced
Many people have a preconception that La Plagne is
a destination tailored for intermediate skiers, this is
simply not true. Boasting some of the most superb
off piste in the Alps, some classic black runs and red
runs left to develop moguls, advanced skiers will
really be able to sink their teeth into an adrenaline
ride. The off piste in La Plagne is especially good
because unlike many other popular resorts it doesn’t
get tracked out as quickly, as it is not renowned as a
destination for this. Another plus for advanced skiers
is the Bellecote Glacier. This is where skiers can find
the steepest runs, both blacks running from here are
a real challenge.
Intermediate
La Plagne has built a reputation as a great resort for
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intermediates for a reason. Through its link with Les
Arcs it has opened up an even wider expanse of runs
for intermediate skiers with 86% of the pistes being
either blue or red. With breathtaking scenic blue
runs even fairly inexperienced intermediate skiers
are able to explore the majority of the mountains.
For stronger skiers there is a great variety of
challenging red runs. Spanning across the diverse
terrain it offers skiers the opportunity to travel across
the resort and test their talents against a plethora of
different conditions from gentle off piste, moguls, to
long travelling runs.
Beginner
La Plagne is an exceptionally good place to learn
how to ski, all of the high-altitude resort centres
have their own nursery slopes and quick learners
will swiftly not be able to suppress the want to
explore. Being such a large resort even beginners
won’t be stuck on the same slope all day, with gentle
blues running across most of the mountains the
entire resort is waiting to be discovered.
Boarders
Aside from the sumptuous off-piste, there are five
freestyle parks in La Plagne, three of which have
boarder cross pistes and sculpted obstacle sections,
plus a north-facing half pipe in the Bellecote Park.
The other parks are in Belle Plagne, Champagny and
Montchavin and vary in orientation - so there is
something different to check out at each one.
OFF THE SLOPES
Apres Ski
Like most ski resorts la Plagne offers great après ski
with a number of different bars and restaurants to
try. If you feel you need a little bit of extra TLC, many
of the new 5 star hotels have excellent spa facilities.
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SKI FACTS
LA PLAGNE: 1250M – 3250M
LIFTS
Cable Cars: 2
Gondolas: 7
Chair Lifts: 35
Surface lifts and Magic Carpets: 61
6 HIGH ALTITUDE RESORTS
Aime la Plagne alt 2100m
Belle Plagne alt 2050m
Plagne Villages/Soleil alt 2050m
Plagne Bellecôte alt 1930m
Plagne Centre alt 1970m
Plagne 1800 alt 1800m
4 VILLAGE RESORTS
Champagny en Vanoise alt 1250m
Plagne Montalbert alt 1350m
Montchavin alt 1250m
Les Coches alt 1450m
OTHER FACTS
1 equipped glacier
225 km of pistes
118 hectares of artificial snow (309 cannons)
134 slopes including; 16 black, 34 red, 75 blue,
11 green
80 Km of cross country routes
1 snowparks, 3 boardercross, 1 half-pipe
For further information visit the website at
www.la.plagne.com
Most Tour operators have holidays to the
region, ask at your local Tour Operator/Travel
Agent.
Check out www.inghams.co.uk or
www.crystalski.co.uk
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The ABCs of

WIN A SET OF FOUR

Fit to Play™
& Perform

Carl Petersen BPE, BSc (PT)

Agility, Balance and
Coordination Drills

FITNESS DVD'S BY
CARL PETERSEN & NINA NITTINGER
We have on offer a set of the 4 DVD's produced
by Carl & Nina that will help you get Fit to Ski.
These comprehensive DVD's offer the user practical hands on
approaches to Agility, Balance, and Coordination, plus Core stability for
legs, arms and upper and lower core training.
All you have to do is answer the following question;

Which Alpine ski team was Carl Petersen the
'Physiotherapist & Fitness Coach' for?
A.Canada Olympic Ski team.
C. Great Britain Ski team.

B. USA Alpine Ski team.

Complete the name and address details below and send you entry to:
Fitness DVD's Competition, The Piste, 27 Norwich Road, Halesworth,
Suffolk. IP19 8BX. Get your entry in by 3 January 2008.
Name………………………………………………………………
Address……………………………………………………………
………………………………………Postcode……………….......

WIN A COPY OF WHERE TO
SKI & SNOWBOARD 2008

When designing your pre-season ski
training program, it’s wise to follow the
concepts outlined below. Apply them
during all training both off and on hill
and encourage them in daily activities.
Following the ABCs will help increase
training potential, improve your skills,
decrease recovery time, minimize the
potential for injury and improve your performance.

A2-ATHLETIC STANCE AND ALIGNMENT
Proper athletic stance means being prepared for the sports activity ahead.
Think of keeping the knees soft (slightly bent), lower abdominal tension
should be cued with. Examples are switch on the core (pelvic tension like a
dimmer switch) and keep shoulders relaxed and down with head neutral.
Correct anatomical alignment must be attained and maintained to allow for
proper force distribution upon the weight-bearing structures during activity.
This can be facilitated by actively stretching muscles that are usually short
and stiff (e.g., hamstrings, hip flexors, calves, and pectorals) and actively
strengthening muscles that are usually long and weak (e.g., lower
abdominals, upper back and posterior shoulder girdle muscles, and hip
external rotators [gluteal muscles]).
Proper alignment starts with excellent spinal alignment. Imagine someone
pulling your client by the top of the head, lengthening the spine. The neck
should be long and the shoulders relaxed, back, and down. Emphasize
correct knee alignment, with knees always tracking over the toes but avoid
going past them. Lunges or split squats should keep the line of gravity
through the pubic bone of the pelvis to avoid shear forces on the pelvic joints.

The 2008 edition of one of Britain’s leading annual
guides to winter sports resorts is now available,
and we have a copy for you to win. The latest edition
has more pages, more resorts, in more countries and
with more detail, including bigger and better piste maps.
With over 700 pages detailing over 430 resorts this
publication is a must for those skiers and boarders who checkout
resorts throughout the world looking for something different each year.
Each major resort chapter features photo’s chosen to convey the character
of the place and a clear layout.
To win the copy of this fabulous publication all you have to do is answer the
following question:
How many pages in the 2008 edition?
1 Over 690

2 Over 700

3 Over 710

Simply answer and send it back to the following address.
Where to Ski & Snowboard Competition, The Piste, 27 Norwich Road,
Halesworth, Suffolk IP19 8BX. Entries to reach us by 11 January 2008
If you are not a winner you can get a copy via publishers NortonWood
Publishing (Credit Card Hotline 01373 835208) for only £14.99
(Postage & Packing FREE). Please quote The Piste magazine when ordering.
Name

........................................................................................................

Address

........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................
.......................................................... Postcode .............................

Knees should track in line with the toes but never go past them.
Squeezing a ball between you knees activates the medial quadriceps
and stretch cord retractions work the upper core.
If you are new to exercises or have any injuries or aches and
pains it would be best to get clearance from your Physician
before beginning this or any other exercise program. The
exercises may look easy but when you are beginning they
may be more difficult than you thought.
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smart ski training
B2–BALANCE EXERCISES
Balance exercises are a fundamental
component of functional mobility and
dynamic activity and should be a part of
everyone’s training routine. Working on
balance training is even more important
as you increase strength and speed
because you want to continually reset the
balance clock and have the opportunity to
practice and play with your newly adapted
and strengthened muscles.
Work on joint sense (proprioception)
and reset the balance clock with a variety
of exercises. Balance work will stimulate
the complex interactions of the
neuromuscular system when incorporated
with closed chain and functional
exercises. This especially important after
injury where there is any joint swelling
and decreased proprioception.
Balance exercises should be included
as part of the daily training plan as most
activities Including skiing depend on an
element of coordinated balance in many
planes of movement.
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(Part 2 )

D2-DECELERATION
CONTROL
Skiing requires
deceleration control
during the turns and
in other sports to
allow you to quickly
stop on a dime
(decelerate) and then
explode laterally or
forward
(accelerate) .
Muscles provide
deceleration control by
creating counter-force by
lengthening
(eccentric “contraction”).
Above: You do not need fancy
equipment to challenge balance
a rolled towel or a phone book
rolled and taped will do.
Above right: Use a variety of
equipment to optimize your
balance training in different
positions.

Start with a
physio ball
overhead and
squeeze it
with arms
and pull down
partially
closing the
kinetic chain
through the
arms. At the
same time do
a rotational
hip hike. Try 2
sets of 5 and
build up to 3
sets of 15.

C2-CONNECT THE UPPER AND LOWER CORE
You must train your ability to stabilize the core and generate power outward to the
lower extremity. Core musculature helps create movement at the spine and also
exerts a stabilizing muscular force to maintain a neutral spine and pelvis. Use a
variety of movements and training types to ensure a balanced approach to core
training. Always cue them to switch on the core (low background tension-like a
dimmer switch of the pelvic floor and lower abdominals) during all exercise and
activity.
Upper and lower core stability is important to give you the strong platform to
execute movements with the extremities.
Left: This hip hike drill with a stretch
cord pull will challenge balance on the
stance leg, add a rotational strength
component and connect the upper and
lower core. Start with 2 sets of 5 and
build up to 3 sets of 15.
Below: This bridging exercise with a
ball squeeze helps you to gain control
of the pelvic floor and lower abdominal
(transversus abdominus). Start with 2
sets of 5 (4 second hold) and build up
to 3 sets of 15.

By slowing the
tempo on the way
down it forces you
to control
deceleration as the
muscle lengthens. Start
with 2 sets of 5 and
build up to 3 sets of 15.

E2-EXTENDED HIP EXERCISES
Hip-extended strength is the position of function for all sports including skiing. The
competitive posture as well as seated office posture shortens anterior muscles so
athletes must have strength and stability into hip extension. Training should
include exercises that promote both dynamic flexibility and strength. These types
of exercise improves general fitness and helps in normal activities of daily living,
such as lifting, stepping, carrying, pushing, or pulling. Utilise exercises that focus
on connecting the core to the activity and that combine upper body, lower body,
and core moves in hip extension. This is crucial to optimal functional movement.

F2-FUN
Training and playing with different exercises are, by their very
nature, fun. Improvement is fun. Challenge your clients with
hard training that is safe and makes use of natural movement
patterns allowing improvement in performance. Remember that
they train and play sports to achieve success, but also to be
with friends and have fun.
KEEP IT FUN: TRAINING FOR SKIING SHOULD BE FUN AND
STIMULATING, BOTH PHYSICALLY AND MENTALLY. IF IT'S
NOT, WHY ARE YOU DOING IT?

This was part 2 of a 3 part series exploring the ABC's of Smart Ski Training. Carl Petersen P.T. is a Partner and the Director of High Performance Training at City Sports &
Physiotherapy Clinics. He has written several books including Fit to Ski. Info on his new DVD series Fit to Play™ & Perform & Fit to Ski-The ABC's of Smart Training can
be found at www.citysportsphysio.com or by e-mailing carl@citysportsphysio.com
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SPONSORS
We acknowledge our grateful
thanks to the following
organisations which
provide us with sponsorship
or products.

SPONSORS

The British
Ski and
Snowboard
Show 07

AFFILIATES

SUPPLIERS

Carrs of Sheffield

Swadlincote Ski &
Snowboard Centre

By Tom Allen
L-R): Tim, Nick,
Johno Verity,
Jools, Charlie

Waymark Holidays

For Sponsorship Opportunities
contact Snowsport England on

0121 501 2314
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The British Ski and Snowboard show is held
annually at GMex Manchester, with this year’s show
taking place over the weekend of the 6-7th October.
The hall contained a wealth of exhibits, more than
enough to keep any avid snowboarder entertained!
There were a huge variety of displays, ranging from
eye-catching Christmas cards of snowboarding
Santas, to the British team performing demos on
the huge Snowflex quarter pipe.
Snowboard manufactures Atomic and Head
were eager to show off their latest equipment,
including new ranges of boards, binding, boots,
helmets and other forms of protection. For bargain
hunters, who were keen to get their hands on some
brand new kit, there were also a number of shops
featuring special show deals. Shops ranged from
large chains to specialist independent retailers,
such as Plymouth’s 720 (www.seventwenty.co.uk)
who had a vast selection of jackets, salopettes and
hard ware at great prices.
As well as equipment and clothing, there were a
number of great holidays offers, many of which
were only available, exclusively, for the show.
Destinations on offer included France, Canada and
Norway, which was reported to have plentiful
numbers of powder days: music to ears of any

hardcore freerider. For those who were really keen to
get the snow hours in, presentations from Natives
(www.natives.co.uk) informed a fanatical audience
on every aspect of undertaking a season. Details on
instructor training courses, were provided by
BASI (www.basi.org.uk),
peak leaders (www.peakleaders.com) and
Snow Skool (www.snowskool.co.uk).
The real crowd pullers of the weekend were
the demos from the British team, consisting of
Ben Kilner, Angus Leith and Olympian Dan
Wakeham. Dan showed the lively onlookers how
he earned his place in the history books, as Britain’s
first male competitor in the Olympic halfpipe. He
performed super clean hand-plants and spins as
well as his trademark move “the crippler”. Up and
coming Olympic hopeful Ben Kilner, just wanted to
go huge, flying well above the Natives banner
positioned over the quarter pipe. Angus Leith,
reigning British halfpipe champion, showed his
technical prowess with plenty of smoothly executed
spins. Overall a great show, be sure to get along next
year to pick up some great deals and, of course,
bags of freebies.

Podcast snowballs into TV show
Snowfix, Extreme Sports Channel’s hit
skiing and snowboarding podcast, has
snowballed into a fully-fledged TV series.
Hosts Charlie, Jools, Tim, Nick and
professional snowboarder Johno Verity
present the latest news, reviews and
interviews straight off the slopes in a free
weekly podcast. At the height of the snow
season in January, four half-hour shows
have been commissioned for exclusive
broadcast on the channel.
Sponsored by Nike ACG, Nike’s outdoor
and snow brand, the highly addictive
Snowfix deals the latest news, including
weather conditions, event coverage,
competitions, gear reviews and interviews
with top riders. It will also feature Nike ACG
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Sweetspots; short films that uniquely
showcase ski and snowboard athletes
doing what they love, where they love.
Now in its third series, Snowfix has
gained a big following for its insider
knowledge and the presenting team’s
entertaining off-piste antics.
• Podcast: new episodes are released
every Wednesday. Snowfix is a free video
podcast ready for video, mobile, iPod, and
PC download. For details, go to
www.extreme.com/snowfix
• TV: Snowfix (4 x 30 minutes) premieres
Saturday January 5 at 11.30 and repeats
at 21.30. Extreme Sports Channel is
broadcast on Sky channel 419 and Virgin
Media channel 527.

The British Snowsports Tour 2007
The British Snowsports Tour consists of a select group of pro
snowboarders and skiers + entourage, who travel around
England and Scotland from 30th October – 6th November 2007.
They visit the finest dryslopes and snowdomes on offer giving
demos, putting on competitions, offering advice, showing videos
and generally giving everyone a great time. Having just visited
Norfolk, home of the flatlanders, the tour stopped off at the
infamous Sheffield Ski Village on 2nd November for a night of
freestyle action. Although the tour is predominantly aimed at
skiers, there was a moderate turnout of local snowboarders who
were more than keen to session the snowflex funpark. However,
there was an air of disappointment among the group due to the
lack of pro snowboarders. Off the slopes there were videos to
watch in the bar and the usual freebies, including DVD’s and Tshirts. Check out www.snowsports-tour.co.uk for more
information and be sure to catch up with the tour when it visits
your slope local next year.
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Mont Blanc Backcountry Challenge
The Mont Blanc Backcountry Challenge is an
exhilarating 3 day event designed specifically for skiers
& boarders who are keen to come away from the
comfort of the slopes and out into the backcountry. The
Challenge is running in conjunction with a team of
professional mountain guides, Mountain Tracks.
Launching in 2008, we will be running 10 events from
which Challengers will leave with some invaluable skills
on backcountry safety and avalanche awareness, as
well as an extreme sense of achievement, having
conquered the backcountry of Chamonix.
The cost of the Challenge includes all associated
cost of the trip with a percentage going directly to the
JCT Foundation. This charity is making a real difference
to the lives of children in Malawi and the funds raised
will have a direct impact on the lives of the orphans
living under the shadow of Aids and HIV. We are aiming
to raise at least £40,000 for the charity in the first year.
This will build and furnish up to four schools or medical
centres in the most needed areas.
For further information or for a copy of the DVD,
please call Beccy Partridge on 07971 176235 or email
rebecca@partridge4.orangehome.co.uk.

New coaching team
for Milton Keynes
ski racers
The Xscape Race Team who are based at the
SNO!Zone in the Xscape building, are pleased
to announce that three of the top UK coaches
will be forming the new coaching team from
October 2007.
The new Director of Coaching will be Ross
Green who represented Great Britain at the Salt
Lake City Olympics in 2002 achieving 15th
place in the combined event. He raced
extensively in World Cup, Europa Cup and World
Championships. He is the only British holder of
the highest Austrian Coaching Diploma as well
as being a BASI qualified trainer.
In addition, Phil Brown will be joining as
Head Coach. He is currently the Head Coach for
the Great Britain Children’s Team as well as
being a Senior Race Trainer for the Hemel Race
Club. Phil is also Head Coach of the Snow Club
whose members have produced many top
places in recent races. The Assistant Head
Coach will be Sally Bartlett who is currently
Regional Head Coach for the London & South
East area as well as being Head Coach of the
Wycombe Phoenix Race Club.
Stuart Anderson, Chair of the Xscape Race
Team said “ We are extremely fortunate to have
obtained the skills of three of the best coaches
in the UK to support our training. The Club is
taking a number of significant steps to ensure
that we can provide the quality of teaching that
racers demand and we expect these changes
to influence a number of people to train with us
at the SNO!zone at Xscape in Milton Keynes.”

England Ski Team stay
on European circuit
The England Alpine Ski Team, supported by Ski
Bartlett, will be competing again on the European
FIS circuit including camps in Sweden/Norway/Italy
and France. The season looks promising with lots of
new talent coming through on to the team as well
as some of the more mature racers to look upon for
advice and inspiration.
Starting with on snow and fitness training in the
Summer which this year was very successful with
awesome snow conditions.
October in Saas Fee, Switzerland saw on going
skill development and provided even better snow
conditions training along side World Cup Stars in
preparation for Solden. This years athletes look as
strong as ever, with the Team athletes moving to
Sweden and Norway for the Christmas camp with a
long block of intensive training and traditional team
Christmas festivities, before the New year races

begin in Norway on the 4th Jan.
February sees the English Alpine
Championships 16th – 23rd with a new venue,
being held on the world cup pistes of Bormio, Italy.
Most of The England Alpine Ski Team will be in
resort from 9th Feb, available for interviews and
media coverage during this period please contact
07811 432234 or email mike@snowsportengland.
org.uk to arrange. To see Athlete profiles go to:
www.snowsportengland.org.uk.
The England Alpine Ski Team would like thank
SkiBartlett for their support with equipment and
clothing for all Team members for the season
2007/08. Please See SkiBartletts advert for further
details on products and contact information
Other support also comes from P&O Ferries,
Gates, Five Seasons, Chill Factore, Energiapura &
Ski out of the Blue.

Formigal takes lead to become Spain’s largest ski resort
With 25km of new pistes this season Formigal now
has a total of 130km of slopes and 7km of
itineraries making it the largest resort in Spain.
Formigal, in the central Spanish Pyrenees, also
boasts four interlinked valleys offering a wider
scope for skiing, as well as two snowparks,
heliskiing and, new for this season, a bump ski run.
Formigal, along with the resorts of Cerler and
Panticosa, is part of Spain’s largest ski group,
Aramon, which runs a total of five ski resorts in
Spain, is half owned by the Aragon government and
half Ibercaja bank. Over the past four seasons

Aramon has been replacing its lifts with the latest
ultra-modern detachable chairlifts to take skiers
swiftly and smoothly up the mountain.
The high-capacity lifts and the latest in safety
technology are combined with snow cannons to
guarantee perfect snow conditions throughout the
season for some of the most challenging skiing
around. Alongside this is accommodation for every
budget including luxury spa hotels and restaurants
featuring the local wines and gastronomy.
For more information visit the Aramon website
at www.aramon.co.uk
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01206 771 755

Click4quote.com/travel.asp

NEW!

You Can Now ‘Quote and Buy’
Standard* Ski Travel Insurance
Online!
(*Ski Racing and Training Cover is not available online – please call
01206 771 755 for a quote)

Our Specialist Ski Package Includes:
• Competitions/Racing/Training Cover Provided
• Comprehensive Cover
• Discount to Members
• Annual and Short Stay Policies
plus we also offer the following policies:
• Longstay/Backpacking
• Mariners Travel Insurance

Did you know?
We also specialise in:

• Landlord insurance
• Personal accident
• Commercial property
• UK & EU holiday homes

Remember – Quote ‘SSE’ and you’ll get a 5% Discount!
*Ski Racing and Training cover only available by phone and up to the age of 59 (If over 25 you must be a qualified teacher or be going on a course to become a qualified
teacher. Terms, conditions and underwriting criteria apply. Authorised and Regulated by the FSA. Click4quote Limited trading as CLICK4QUOTE.COM. Calls may be monitored
and/or recorded.

Our fitness centre.
Corvatsch, Upper Engadine, Graubünden

MySwitzerland.com
Experience something totally natural again: skiing one of the longest runs in the world, for example,
or carving turns on a perfectly groomed piste, or bashing the moguls. You’ll find the biggest natural highs
in our new Winter brochure, and at www.MySwitzerland.com. It is our pleasure to help plan your holiday.
Call us: 00800 100 200 30 (freephone).

